
Protect Your Coffee Shipments 
With BirchSorb®

M A R K E T- L E A D I N G  M O I S T U R E  C O N T R O L

YOUR CARGO TO
CONTAINER RAIN

DON’T LOSE



Your Coffee Is at Risk of Mould
All goods are vulnerable to moisture during shipping - but coffee is at even 
greater risk. Once coffee beans reach a critical moisture level of 12.5% or 
higher, fungi and mould has the potential to render entire containers of 
coffee beans unfit for consumption.

Coffee is hygroscopic - it absorbs moisture from the air around it, meaning that 
even the most carefully designed packaging and container liner isn’t always enough 
to protect your cargo during transit. Choosing the right moisture control is essential.

BirchSorb Cargo hyperdesiccant is tailored specifically for shipping 
containers, with a controlled absorption rate capable of handling long 
shipping routes of up to 12 weeks - whilst absorbing over 200% its own 
weight in moisture, eliminating any chance of cargo reaching critical 
moisture levels of 12.5% or above during transit.

Our unique formulation absorbs humidity and chemically locks it away in a solid 
matrix. Unlike traditional moisture control products, which are often only effective 
for very short periods of time, BirchSorb features an innovative blend of chemicals 
designed specifically for long routes and all humidity conditions - making it 
powerful and long-lasting.

Market-Leading Moisture Control for the Coffee Industry
Introducing BirchSorb Cargo
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Why choose We benefit from our own in-house supply chain, with the raw 
materials for some of our product range mined from our quarry in 
the UK. And thanks to the expertise of our in-house chemists and our 
dedicated Innovation Centre, we’re constantly finding new ways to 
create truly industry-leading products.

BirchSorb Cargo is available today from our global distribution channels.

BirchSorb can be used in tandem 
with other anti-moisture products, 
such as liners.

BirchSorb leaves no odour or 
fragrance, preserving the smell of 
your product.

BirchSorb is completely safe for 
contact with coffee and other 
food or drink products.

Without the use
of Birchsorb Cargo

Fully protected during 
transit with Birchsorb 
Cargo

Thanks to our on-site facilities and 
global distribution network, BirchSorb 
is quick and easy to obtain - and we’re 
committed to making sure it always 
will be.

Can Be Used With LinersCompletely Odour-free

Food Contact-approved Uninterrupted Supply

info@birchchemicals.co.uk +44 (0) 1652 686080
Want to know more about ?



Available for Immediate  
Worldwide Distribution 

BirchSorb is available worldwide now via our global 

supplier network. We have satisfied customers on every 

continent, with agents and distributors all over the world 

- and we also supply BirchSorb directly when distributors 

are unavailable.

info@birchchemicals.co.uk +44 (0) 1652 686080Want to know more about ?


